
Puzzle solved 
"Go with the Flow" 

by John de Cuevas 

 
Consciousness does not appear to itself chopped up in bits. It flows. A river 

or a stream are the metaphors by which it is most naturally described. Let us 

call it the stream of thought, of consciousness, or of subjective life. 

- William James, [Principles of] Psychology 
 
The clues separated: 
Make amorous advances in front of hideaway stiff | I cast aspersions on key inhabitant | 
with radiance sexual craving sour broken down | animal and all but the last of claim for 
what's owed coming back in opera text | with two sides the same plea for help in frozen 
water by the French | statement made under oath very loud in help vita being rewritten | 
without equal lacking the means to start a fire | throw out coal disrupting is not | native 
ability likely rearrangement of it due | in speech make fun of an evil slipper | altering the 
cap I'm positive | frayed and faded said under oath about dance | or push shop being 
refurbished the 15th element | inducing drowsiness something soggy before orifice that 
has lost its last | sailors chest many in confusion | think to wrap a corpse with second 
grade speed | urging by strong advice or the vita rewritten | the science of caring for 
women in childbirth to set cribs rocking | tending to give freely speak ill of embracing 
radium | attack not in operation seen brazenly | breeze around southeast triangular piece 
used in clothing | fresh and vigorous fly . . . uh . . . out unzipped. . . . 
 
 

A WOODEN 
B ISLANDER 
C LUSTROUS 
D LIBRETTO 
E ISOSCELES 
F AFFIDAVIT 
G MATCHLESS 
H JETTISON 
I APTITUDE 
J MOCCASIN 
K EMPHATIC 

L SHOPWORN 
M PHOSPHORUS 
N SOPORIFIC 
O YACHTSMEN 
P CEREBRATE 
Q HORTATIVE 
R OBSTETRICS 
S LIBERAL 
T OFFENSE 
U GUSSET 
V YOUTHFUL 

 


